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The single-lined loops curling off ascenders and descenders complement the double lined frames of the letters
to evoke a gentle femininity. This free font is available in uppercase, numbers and symbols. Inknut Antiqua
Inknut Antiqua , designed by Claus Eggers Sorensen, creates an intriguing and easy to read text and is
available at Fontsquirrel. Now we can get to the title. The sturdiness of the letters and their unlinked
continuation promotes legibility. Bakersfield Designed by Osama el Khalfaoui, Bakersfield is an elegant
geometric styled script and is available on Dafont. The thinly scrawled letters and the emphasised loops add
character and make it ideal for cute messages. The surrounding bubbles add creativity to the style, which is
complemented by the uneven baseline of each letter. This font is available in eight variations of a range of
styles with double frames, shadows and different widths. It can be found in four weights of light, regular,
medium and bold. The reflection effect created creates a quirky character to the text. It is available in
lowercase and uppercase. THis adds a playful tone to the text. The contrasting black and white enhances
legibility. It is inspired by late 19th century industrial fonts and depicts a strong German influence. It is
available in seven weights ranging from light to black. The simplicity of the black and white and the straight
lines heightens legibility. The use of the stripes in the mirrored reflection adds a water like effect to the
reflection without distracted the reader from the displayed letter. It is ideal for a range of texts such as logos,
signage, slogans that wish to portray a simplistic yet creative message. Rokkitt This Rokkitt font, designed by
Vernon Adams, is a slender alternative to create a modern tone for your text and is available on Fontsquirrel.
The overall style of this design is evocative towards road signage, making it ideal for headlines and slogans
wishing to reflect this theme. The counters are constructed with both straight and curved lines, creating an
intriguing shape. It works well for content, logos and posters for both commercial and personal purposes. This
style is ideal for a fun piece of writing and lighten the mood of your readers. The fluidity and natural curves of
the text create a soft tone to the text. The loops, curls and ligature of the text is naturally imbedded in the
fluent movement of the message with some characters joining and others with space. The natural curves of
each letter creates a gentle fluency to the text.


